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4 . ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS ON THE INTERIOR OF STEINER'S HYPO-
CYCLOID WITH RESPECT TO A MORE GENERAL WEIGHT FUNCTION
If the weight functions (1-x 2 )- 1 and (1-x2 ) 1 for Chebyshev poly-
nomials are generalized to (1- x)" (1 + x)O, -1 < x < 1, then the corre-
sponding orthogonal polynomials are the Jacobi polynomials P:". O ) (x),
for which many properties of the Chebyshev polynomials can be generalized .
In this section the polynomials pm,(z, 2) and pi n (z, 2), introduced in § 3,
will be generalized in a similar way by considering the weight function
(u(z, 2))" on the region S .
LEMMA 4.1 . Let a be a real number . Then
f f (µ(z, 2))" dx dy < oo if and only if a > - 5/6 .
s
PROOF. It is an equivalent problem to find all real values of a for
which
f f
(w(a, z) ) 2a+1
d6 dr < oo
R
where w(ar, z) is given by (3.15) . This integral clearly converges if a > - .
If small neighbourhoods of the three vertices of R are excluded from the
region of integration then the integral converges if and only if a > - 1,
due to the singularities on the edges of R. Next consider a small neighbour-
hood V of the vertex 0 of R. Introducing polar coordinates r,
q
such that
a = r cos 0, r=r sin 0, we have (w(a, r
))2a+1=O(rsa+s)
if r 0 . Hence,
f fV(w(u, a)
)2a+1
da dr < oo if and only if f o rBa+4 dr < oo, 6 > 0, i .e., if and
only if a > - 5/6. For the two other vertices of R the same inequality
can be obtained .
	
Q.e.d .
DEFINITION 4 .2 . For real a > - 5/6 and for integers m, n > 0 the
function pm n (z, 2) is a polynomial such that
( 1 ) p n (z,
2)
= 2m 2n +7rm+n-1(z, 2),
(ii) f f pm,n(z, 2) q(z, 2) (,u(z, 2))" dx dy = 0
S
if q is a polynomial of degree less than m + n .
The conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.2 uniquely determine the
polynomial pm . . The polynomials pm
n
and pm ,n defined by (3.3) and
(3.7) satisfy these conditions for a = - and a =
2,
respectively .
It is clear from Definition 4.2 that
(4.1)
	
f f pm . ,,( z, 2) pk i ( z, 2) (,u(z, 2))" dx dy= 0
s
if m+n=A k+l . The proof that (4.1) also holds if m+n=k+l, (m, n) =A (k, 1),
will be postponed to § 5 and § 6 .
In the author's previous paper [6, (3.14)] certain orthogonal polynomials
in two variables u and v were defined by orthogonalization of the sequence
1, u, v, u2,
UV,
v2 , u 3 , u 2v, . . . . The method of orthogonalization in Definition
4.2 is quite different. The so-called disk polynomials are a more elementary
example of this method of orthogonalization . Let for a > -1 and for
m, n > 0 the polynomial qm n (z, 2) be defined by
n!
(m+a+l)nP("m-n)(2z2-1)zm-n if m>n,
gm, n(z, 2)
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m!
P(( .n-m) (2z2-1)2n-m if m<n,
(n+a+ 1)m
where Pn" •sh(x) denotes a Jacobi polynomial . Then it can easily be proved
that
( 1 ) gm,n(z,
2) = zm2n +am+n-1( z, 2 ),
(ii) ff
q,.n(x+iy,
x-iy)gk,t(x+iy, x-iy)
(1-x
2 -y2)"dxdy=0
x 2+y2<1
if (m, n) =A (k, 1) .
These polynomials were discussed by ZERNIKE and BRINKMAN [10],
9APIRO [8], KOORNWINDER [5, pp . 18, 19], BOYD [2] .
As a consequence of the obvious symmetries of the region S and the
weight function (p(z, 2))" there are the symmetry relations
(4.2)
pm.n(z, 2 ) =pn.m(2 ,
2)=e(n-m)2ni/3pm,n(e2ni/3z e-2ni/32)
This is proved by verifying that the last three members of these equalities
all satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.2 .
COROLLARY 4.3 . Let pm n (z, 2) _ Ck, t zk2 1 . Then C k ,
a
is real, and Ck ,
i
= 0
if k-lam-n(mod 3) .
5 . THE POLYNOMIALS P:. . AS EIQENFUNCTIONS OF A SECOND ORDER
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR Di
In this section an explicit second order partial differential operator Di
is introduced for which the polynomials per,
n
are eigenfunctions . First
the case that a= ± 2 is obtained by transforming (2.15) in terms of
the coordinates z, 2 . Next the operator Di is constructed as a generalization
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of D1 } and D1 such that it is a self-adjoint operator with respect to the
appropriate weight function . Finally it is proved that Dip~n=const .
pm,n .
This is done in a similar way as in [6, § 4] .
Given a partial differential operator D in terms of a and r it is a tedious
job to express D in terms of z and 2 by a straightforward transformation
of variables. The recurrence relation (5 .1) below can be very helpful in
doing such calculations .
LEMMA 5 .1 . For fixed a> -5/6 let D= 1 Cm,n(z, 2)(a/dz)m(d/62)n be a
differential operator of order N such that Dpm
n
= Am , npm n , m, n > 0
.
Then the coefficients Cm ,n are uniquely determined by the eigenvalues
Ak,t, k+l<N, and Cm ,n (z, 2)=const . zm2n+ 7tm+n-1(z, 2) .
PROOF. Substituting the explicit expression for D in the differential
equation Dpm
„=Am,.
pm,n and using that pm n(z, 2)=zm2'n+ rm+n-1(z, 2)
we obtain the recurrence relation
a
	 + p
(5.1)
	
m .n
.Cm,n= Am,npm
a
,n - Ck,l
m,n
azka2l
k+i<m+n
The lemma follows by complete induction with respect to m+n. Q.e.d .
If D is a differential operator and f is a function then let D o f be
defined as an operator such that (D o f)(g)=D(fg) for each function g,
whenever the differentiations can be performed .
Let us define
(5.2)
Dl-}
= e(Xi+X2+X3),
(5.3) Di= 1
(el
.1)-1(X1+X2+X3) o e -
Since (Xi+X2+X3)e1-1 =18e1- 1 by (2.15) and using that w=const . e -
we can rewrite formula (5.3) as
Di=s(X1+X2+X3) I w-1[(X1w)X1+(X2w)X2+(Xsw)Xs]
= 8w-2[(X1 o
w2) X 1 + (X2 o w2) X2+ (Xs o w2 ) Xs] •
It follows from (2.15), (3 .3), (5 .2), (3 .7) and (5.3) that
(5.5) D i-
Ipmtt=(m
2+n 2 +mn)pmn,
(5.6) Di pm
n= (m
2+n2+mn+ 3m+ 3
n)pm,n•
The operators DO and DI can be expressed in terms of z and z by
using (5.5), (5 .6) and (5.1) . It already follows from (5 .2) and (5.4) that
Dl-} and Di have the same second order part
. Furthermore, since
dI3(D
l
-*)=D
l
} and dI3(Dt)=Di by (2.13), (2 .9), (5 .2) and (5.3), both
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operators D
i-
I and
D11 remain invariant if z and 2 are interchanged . We
obtain that
It follows from (5.7), (5 .8), (5 .2) and (5.4) that
(5.9)
	
w-'[(Xi w) X1 + (X2 w)X2 + (X3 W) X3] = 9 (z
az
+z
az)
.
Next we define as a generalization of (5.2) and (5.4) the operator
Di=
i
(X2+X2+X2)+ 1 (
2
a+ 1 )w-1[(Xl w) Xl+(X2w) X2+(X 3w) X3]
(5.10)
=ew
-2a-1
[(X1 o w2a+1)X1+(X2 o
w2a
+
1
)X2 +(X3 o w2a+')X3] .
This choice of D1 is motivated by the following lemma .
LEMMA
5.2 . Let a > - 5/6 . Let / and g be invariant trigonometric
polynomials in a and z. Then the same holds for D1 / and Dl g and
(5.11) f f (Di f) g w2a+1 da da =
f f /(Di g)0
11+ 1 da dr .
R R
PROOF . The invariance of D'
i
f follows by (2.13) and the fact that
w=const . e1-1 . The functions (Xi+X2+Xs)/ and (Xlw)(Xif) + (X2w)(X2f) +
+ (X3w) (X3f) are clearly trigonometric polynomials. This last function,
which we denote by F, is anti-invariant . Hence, by Lemma 2.5 and
Theorem 3.3 the function w -1F is a trigonometric polynomial in a and z,
and thus the same is true for Dif . Next we have to prove (5 .11) . By (2.11)
and (5.10) we have D;=Di so we may prove as well that
(5.12) ff (Dif )g w2a+'dada=ff
/(Dig) w2a+l dada
R R
where / and g are trigonometric polynomials in a and a . Both sides of
(5.12) are well-defined and analytic in a if Re a > - 5/6 . If a > -
I
then
w2a+1
vanishes on oR and it follows by integration by parts and by appli-
cation of Gauss's theorem that
ff (Di f) g w2a+'dada
ff [Xi
o w
2«+
') X1/
R R
+ (X2 o
w2a+1) X2 /+ (X3 o w2a+1 ) X3
/] g dada
= -1
ff [(Xl/)(X19)+(X2/)(X29)+(Xsf)(Xsg)]O'%+'dada
.
R
By reversing the roles of / and g it is seen that this expression equals
f f a /(Dig)
w21+1
da dr. So (5 .12) is proved for a > - 2 . The general case
follows by analytic continuation . Q.e.d .
25 Indagationes
(5.7)
62
Dl }=(z2-32)a +(z2-9)----+(22-3z)az_222 +za-+2a
,
(5.8) Di = 9) 4z- 32)
az2
3z)
azazaz +
(22 -(z2 + (z2 - +
a
+42
az
.
For particular values of a the operator Di has an interpretation on
certain symmetric spaces . First note that by (2 .11) the operator Di can
be expressed in terms of s and t as
- 1Da = w-2a-1
6
o W2,%+1
6+
6 o
w2a+1
6
3 1
	
1(68
) 58 (at aj
(5.13)
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where w(a, z)= sins sin (1s+ 2V3t) sin (is -~y3t) .
Consider a compact Riemannian symmetric space of rank two for which
the restricted root vectors have Dynkin diagram 0 - 0 and multiplicity
2a+ 1. Then it follows from HARISH-CHANDRA [3, p . 270, Cor. 1] that
the operator -(4/3)Di given by (5 .13) denotes the radial part of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator on such a symmetric space . By ARAKI [1,
pp. 32, 33] the only possibilities are the spaces SU(3)/SO(3) (a=0),
SU(3) (a= 2), SU(6)/Sp(3) (a= 3/2) and the exceptional space E IV (a= 7/2) .
Using (5.2), (5 .7), (5 .9) and (5 .10) we find that Dl can be expressed
in terms of z and 2 as
(5.14) D1=(z2 -32)_+(zz-9)
aaaz
+(22 -3z) 62+3(a+5)
(
z_+2-) .
It follows from (5 .14) that
(5.15) Di(z
m zn )=
(m2+mn+n2 +3(a+ l
ff)(m+n))zmzn +nm+n-i(z,2)
.
Since
w2'+1
da dr = const . 1f dx dy we conclude from Lemma 5 .2 that
(5.16)
ff (Dip)q,u"dxdy=ff p(Diq),u"dxdy
S
S
for arbitrary polynomials p(z, 2) and q(z, 2) .
THEOREM 5 .3 . Let a > - 5/6. Then
(5.17) Dip'
n
=(m2+mn+n2 +3(a+ j)(m+n))
pm.n .
PROOF. It follows from (5 .15) that
Di p"n n(z, 2)=const . zm 2n +7rm+n-i(z, 2)
Let q(z, 2) be a polynomial of degree less than m + n . Then the same holds
for Diq and by (5.16) and Definition 4 .2 we have
ff (Dipm.n)gp"dxdy
=
ff pm.n(Diq)1fdxdy
=0.
s S
Hence, by Definition 4 .2, DI
pm
n=
const . pm
n,
where the constant is given
by (5.15) . Q.e .d .
COROLLARY 5 .4 . Formula (4.1) holds if m+n=k+l and (m, n) 0 (k, l)
=A (n, m) .
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PROOF . Let A., denote the eigenvalue in (5 .17) . Then
Am
.n= (m+n)2+3(a+j)(m+n) +4(m-n)2 ,
so A.' =AA', under the given conditions . The result follows by (5.16)
and (5.17) .
	
Q.e.d .
6 . THE POLYNOMIALS P
.,n
AS
EIGENFUNCTIONS
OF A THIRD ORDER
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR D2
It is clear from (2.16) that there exist third order operators D2} and
D2 for which the polynomials p-
n
and pm
n,
respectively, are eigen-
functions . In this section a third order operator D2 will be constructed
as a generalization of D2} and D2, such that D2 is self-adjoint on R
with respect to the weight function w2o`+
1 .
Then it will be proved that
the polynomials p ,
n
are eigenfunctions of D2 .
Let us define
(6.1)
(6 .2) D2=(e 1- 1 ) -1 X1X2X3 oe1 .1 .
Since X1X2X3 e 1,1 = 0 by (2.16) and using that w = const . e 1- 1 we can
rewrite formula (6 .2) as
D2= X1 X2 X3+w-1[(Xl W) X2 X3+(X2w)X3X1+(X3w)X1X2]
+w-1[(X1X2w)X3+(X2X3w)X1+(X3X1w)X2] •
(6.3)
It follows from (2 .16), (2 .3), (6 .1), (3.7) and (6.2) that
(6.4) D2 p,-n=(m-n)(2m+n)(m+2n) p,„n,
(6.5) D2pm
.n
=(m-n)(2m+n+3)(m+2n+3)p1 n .
By comparing (6 .1) and (6.3) it follows that D2 } and D2 have the
same third order part . By (2.13), (2 .9), (6 .1) and (6.2) we have dI3(D2)=
_ -D2i a = ± 2 . In terms of z and 2 this means that the operator D2,
a = ±
z
, is transformed into - D2 if z and 2 are interchanged. Using
these properties and formulas (6 .4), (6.5), (5 .1) we can express D2} and
D2 in terms of z and 2 as
63
D2 } _ (2Z
3 - 9zz + 27)
az3
+ (3z 2 z -182 2 + 27z)
a
	 a
62
+(-3z22+1822-272)
63
azaz-2 +(-223+9z2-27) a3a
a2 a2 a a
1-(6z2-182)-5Z2
ZZ +(-62
2 +18z)
a
+2z az -22-2 ,
D2 ~ = X1 X2 X3,
376
D2=(223-9z2+27)
-~iz-3
	
Z2 +(3222-1822+27z) 6 6 62
(6 .7)
+(-3222+1822-272) a
a-
+(-2223+9z2-27)
az3
+ (150 - 452) az2 + (-152 + 45z)
a22
+ 20z
a -
202 a2
.
A calculation shows that
(6.8) w-1[(XlX2w)X3+(X2X3w)Xl+(X3Xlw)X2]=9z a -92a .
This can be done in the following way. It is clear that the left hand side
of (6.8) takes the form c(z, 2)(a/oz)-c(2, z)(o/a2) for some function c(z, 2) .
By using Lemma 2 .5 it follows that
(Xl X2 e1)(X3eio)+(X2X3 e1)(Xl eio)+(X3X1e1.1)(X2ei 1
.0)"e%1'
Hence c(z, 2) = 9
e1fe1.1 = 9pi
.0(z, 2) = 9z .
By comparing (6 .1), (6.3), (6.6), (6 .7) and (6.8) we obtain that
w-1[(Xl w) X2 X3 + (X2 W) X3 X1 + (X3 W) X1 X2]
62 (6.9)
=9(z2 -32) az2
+9(-22 +3z)
62
V
+9za
-
-92a .
Consider the differential operator D=~ cm ,n(o, r)(a/aa)m(o/ar)n, where
cm , n is a Cm+n_function on R. Then the formal adjoint D* of D is defined
as the operator
am+n	
D*=,I (-1)m+n aamarn
oCm,n(U, r) .
m.n
By using that Xk= -Xk and Xk =Xk (k=1, 2, 3) it follows from (6.1)
and (6.2) that (D2 I)*=D2} and (D2)*=w2D2 o w-2 . Generalizing D2 1
and D2 we try to find an operator D2 which takes the form
D2=X1X2X3+Aaw-1[(Xlw)X2X3+(X2w)X3X1+(X3w)X1X2]
+Baw-1[(XiX2w)X3+(X2X3w)X1+(X3X1w)X2]
(6.10)
for certain constant coefficients Aa and Ba and which satisfies
(6.11) (D2)*=w2a+1 D2
o w-2a-1 .
LEMMA 6.1 . Formula (6.11) holds if A a = a + 4, B a = (a +1)2 .
If a =A 0
then A a and Ba are uniquely determined by (6 .10) and (6 .11) .
PROOF. It follows from (6 .10) that
w-2a-1(Da)*
o 0a+1=
w -2a-1 1
X2 X3 o
0a+1
2 1
- Aa
w-2a-1
[X2 X3 0 (Xl w) + X3 X1 o (X2 w) + Xl X2
0 (X3 w)] ow2a
+Baw 2a
1
[X3o(XIX2w)+Xlo(X2X3w)+X20(X3Xlw)]ow2a
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By a straightforward calculation this becomes
I w-2a-'(D 2a)*
o w
2a+1 = X 1 X2 X3
+ (2a + 1- Aa) w-1 {(Xi w) X2 X3 + (X2 W) X3 X1 + (X3 W) X1 X21
-E-(2a-4-1-2Aa'+Ba)w-1{(X1 X2w)Xs+(X2X3w)Xl-f-(X3X1w)Xz]
(6 . 12)
+ (2a(2a + 1) - 4aAa) w-2{(X1 w)(X2 w) Xs + (X2 w)(X3 w) Xl +
+ (X3 w)(Xl w) X 2]
+ (2a (2,x + 1) 2 - 6x(2a + 1) Aa+ 4eB a) w-3(X1 w)(X2 w)(X3 w).
Here it is used that X 1X2X3 w = 0 and that
w-2 {(X1w)(X2X3w)+(X2w)(X3X1w)+(X3w)(XlX2w)]=
= 2w-3(X1 w) (X2 w)(X3 w)
.
This last identity holds since, using Lemma 2 .5, we have
(X1
e1 .1) (X2 X3
e-,) + (X2 e1 .1)(X3
X1 e1
.1) + (X3 el .1) (Xl
X2
el.1)
_ -54(eg
o
-eos)= -54(ps.o-po-~)= -154(z3 -23)
and
(e1.1) -1(X1 e1.1)(X2 e1.1)(Xs e1 .1)
= - 27(e1
.1)-1(e1-e1 .4) =
- 27(pg
.0-po. 3
)=-27(z3-23) .
The differential operators given by (6.10) and (6.12) must be equal .
Comparing the second order parts we find that Aa = a + J, and next com-
paring the parts of zero order we obtain that B L, = (a
+'S)2
if a 0 0 and
Ba is arbitrary if a = 0 .
	
Q.e.d .
Because of the previous lemma we define D2 as the operator
D2= X1X2X3+(a+J)w-1{(Xlw)X2X3+(X2w)X3X1+(Xaw)X1X2]
(6.13)
+(a+J)2 w
-1
{(X1X2w)X3+(X2X3w)Xl+(X3X1w)X2] .
Formulas (6 . 1) and (6.3) are special cases of (6.13) .
LEMMA 6.2 . Let a > - 5/6 . Let / and g be invariant trigonometric
polynomials in a and s. Then the same holds for D'2f and D2g, and
(6.14) f f
(D2
/) g
w2a
+ 1
dads= f f /(D2 g) 011+1 dads .
R R
PROOF . Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2 it can be shown that D2f
and D2g are invariant trigonometric polynomials in a and s. Because of
(6.11) we try to prove (6 .14) by repeated integration by parts and by
application of Gauss's theorem . Thus we obtain a string of equalities
connecting both sides of (6.14) with each other . However, this only proves
(6.14) if all surface integrals occurring in these equalities converge and
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if all line integrals occurring in the equalities vanish . It follows from
(6.13) that these integrals take the forms
ff h w2a-2 dadr and f f h w2 a- '(cldo+c2dr),
R
	
OR
where h is some trigonometric polynomial in a and r, and c1 and c2 are
constants. Thus the result is clear if a > 2/3 . The case that - 5/6 <a < 2/3
can be proved as follows. By (2 .11) and (6.13) we have D2=-D2, so
(6.14) is equivalent to
(6.15)
ff
(D2f)gw
2
"
+1 dadr= -
ff
f(D2g)w
2
" ' dadr,
B R
f, g trigonometric polynomials . Both sides of (6 .15) are well-defined and
analytic in a if Re a > - 5/6 . Since (6.15) is already proved for a > 2/3,
the general case of (6.15) follows by analytic continuation . Q .e .d .
Using (6.1), (6 .6), (6 .8), (6 .9) and (6.13) we find that D2 can be expressed
in terms of z and z as
D2=(2z3-9z2+27)
63
+(3z2z-18z-2+27z)a
2
63
az
a3 63
+(-3zz-2+1822-272) azaz_2
+(-223+9z2-27)
d
+
9(a+
s)
(Z2-32)-+(--2+3z)+( 2 ) a2
2]
9(a+ s)(a+ e) (z
6z - z az)
It follows from (6.16) that
(6.17)
D2(zm2n) =(m-n)(2m+n+3a+3/2)(m+2n+3a+3/2)zm2n
+nm+n-1(z, 2) .
Since
w2,+1
d r dr = const . l dx dy we conclude from Lemma 6.2 that
(6.18) f f (D2p)cgp"dxdy= f f p(D2q),cc"dxdy
s S
for arbitrary polynomials p(z, 2) and q(z, 2) . By using (6.17), (6.18) and
Definition 4.2 the following theorem is proved in the same way as
Theorem 5.3 .
THEOREM 6 .3 . Let a > - 5/6 . Then
(6.19) D2pm,,,=(m-n)(2m+n+3a+3/2)(m+2n+3a+3/2)pm,n .
COROLLARY
6.4 . Formula (4.1) holds if (k, l) = (n, m) and m =A n .
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PROOF . Let A.„ denote the eigenvalue in (6 .19) . Then Am.n=-
An.m~
and Am „~ 0 since m =A n and a > - 5/6. Hence A',„o A'.m . The result
follows by (6.18) and (6.19) .
	
Q.e .d.
Thus it is finally proved that the orthogonality relations (4.1) hold
whenever (m, n) o- (k,1) .
7 . THE ALGEBRA OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS GENERATED BY Di AND D2
In this last section we consider the class, denoted by Q", of all partial
differential operators in z and 2 which admit the polynomials pm .n as
eigenfunctions. The methods and results are similar to [6, § 6] . From
now on it is supposed that the parameter a is a fixed real number larger
than - 5/6 . We shall write
pm, n, D1, D2 , a instead of p, ,,, Dl, D2,
respectively .
Clearly, the class d is an algebra of operators and, by Lemma 5.1,
this algebra is commutative. The operators D1 and D2 are elements of
a and they generate a subalgebra V0 of V which consists of all poly-
nomials in D1 and D2. It will be proved that Qo =,V.
LEMMA 7 .1
. LetD= I Cn ,n(z, z)(a/az)m(a/62)n be a differential operator
of order N, where the coefficients cm,n are polynomials in z and 2 . In
terms of v and r let D= I bk,i(Y, r)(a/aa)k(a/ar)l, (v, r)
E
R. Then the
functions bk,l have unique extensions to one-valued analytic functions,
regular for all complex values of a and
r
except possibly on the lines
w(U, r) = 0 . Furthermore, if the operator D is extended in this way to the
region {(U, r)I w(a, r) 0 0} then D is invariant with respect to 6 .
PROOF . A calculation shows that
o
(6(z, 2) 1 a2 a 62 a
a - (a(6,r)J (ar as - a6 a)
-242(20
(G ,
r)) -1 [elz(X2-X3)+e-ia(X3-X1)+e i(Q-z)(X1-X2)]
.
Hence the lemma is true for the operator a/az, and similarly for the
operator a/a2 . The lemma clearly holds for the zero operators z and 2 .
Then the general result follows immediately . Q .e.d .
In the remainder of this section 8,a will denote an arbitrary partial
differential operator in a and r of order <n. It follows from (5 .10), (6.13)
and (2.12) that
(7.1) D1= 3(X1+X1X2+X2)+81,
(7 .2) D2= - (X1X2+X1X2)+62 •
LEMMA 7.2 . Let D E 4 and write
N
(7.3) D= Ck(U, T) X1
11 N
X2 -k+bN-1
•
k=0
Then the coefficients
Ck
are constants .
3
80
PROOF . Since Dc- .2f, D commutes with D1 and D 2 . Put Ck = 0 if k < 0
or k > N . By (7.1) and (7.3) the vanishing of the terms of order N + 1
in the operator DA -D1D implies that (2X1+X2)ck-1+(Xi+2X2)ck=0 .
Similarly, by (7.2) and (7.3) the vanishing of the terms of order N+2 in
the operator DD2 - D2D implies that Xlck + 2 (X1 + X 2)ck-1 + X2ck-2 = 0 .
Adding and subtracting these two recurrence relations we obtain that
X1(ck+ck-1-2Ck_2)=O, X2(2Ck-Ck_1-Ck-2)=0
.
Since c-1=c-2=0, it fol-
lows by complete induction with respect to k that X lck = 0 and X2ck = 0.
Hence Ck is constant .
	
Q.e.d .
THEOREM 7 .3 . Let D c qt . Then D can be expressed in one and only
one way as a polynomial in the operators D1 and D2.
PROOF . Suppose that there exist elements of at which can not be
expressed as polynomials in D1 and D2 and let D be such an operator of
minimal order N. Then by Lemma 7.2 D=Q(X1i
X2)+8N-1,
where Q is
a homogeneous polynomial of degree N. By Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 7.1
D is invariant with respect to 9. Hence the operator Q(X1i X2) is invariant,
so it follows from Lemma 2.7 and formulas (7.1), (7 .2) that D=P(D1i D2)+
+SN-1
for some polynomial P. Hence D-P(D1 , D2 ) EW. Then, by hy-
pothesis, D-P(D1, D2 ) is a polynomial in D1 and
D2,
so D is
a polynomial
in D1 and D 2 . This is a contradiction . Next we turn to the uniqueness
part of the theorem. Suppose that there exists a non-zero polynomial P
in two variables such that P(D1 , D 2 ) is the zero operator . The polynomial
P(x, y) can be expressed as a sum of terms ck,j(3x)k
12-1(_y) 1 ,
where k/2
and 1 are integers and k/2 > l > 0 . Among the pairs of integers (k, 1) such
that ck,I
=A
0 there is a maximal element (m, n) with respect to lexico-
graphic ordering . Then by (7.1) and (7 .2) is the coefficient of XrX2
in the operator P(D1, D2) . Hence cm,,, = 0 . This is a contradiction .
Q.e.d .
It follows from Theorem 7 .3 that the operators D1 and D2 are alge-
braically independent, i .e ., if P is a polynomial in two variables and
if P(D1i D2) is the zero operator then P is the zero polynomial .
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